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Chapter 1 : Amma : Healing the Heart of the World by Judith Cornell (, Hardcover) | eBay
Reviewed by Leslie Granier for Reader Views (3/07) "Healing the Heart of the World" is a compilation of thoughts, ideas,
and personal stories contributed by a diverse group of people, including psychologists, doctors and even a country
music singer.

She is a healer in a world of a lot of suffering. Amma was born in India, and grew up being quite eccentric and
different than others. It was soon realized she had special healing powers and she came to be viewed as a
person with saintly potential. It is claimed that she performed miraculous healing feats, such as sucking out the
toxins in the wounds of lepers and causing them to heal. She has become known as the hugging saint, in
which, people, mostly her devo I loved reading the story of Amma. She has become known as the hugging
saint, in which, people, mostly her devotees will wait in line for hours to get a hug from Amma, and in that
exchange Amma absorbs their suffering. I have known people who have been to these dashans, as they are
called, with Amma, and they speak very highly of the experience. That is why I have been so curious about
her story and who she is. Perhaps one day I will see for myself in person. We believe her, as she believes us.
She knows what is right and wrong; she knows what will happen; she knows what we are thinking; and she
knows the language of nature. Amma must be experienced! Oct 28, Therese rated it liked it Recommends it
for: Anyone Very spirtually motivating. Amma, meaning mother has carved out her legacy with hugging
around the world and unconditionally sharing her healing gifts. Mar 15, Bw Palm rated it really liked it
Interesting read. My friend worked at her hospital in India for one year. She is a radiologist. Amma typically
hugs 50, people in one evening and then will travel to another town and do the same. Amma had a very hard
childhood but overcame all adversity to become a top religious leader. Feb 20, Cheryl added it Amma is my
Guru, therefore I have a bias, but her books are inspiring, and bring a beautiful simplicity to our spiritual lives.
Her service to this world is unparalled. Easy to read, but life changing if you have not read.
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Chapter 2 : Amma, Healing the Heart of the World - Amma, Mata Amritanandamayi Devi
Healing the Heart of the World. Harnessing the Power of Intention to Change Your Life and Your Planet pages,
hardcover Inspired writings by 40 of the top spirit-based thinkers on the planet today.

Located in the Southwest corner of England is the legendary village of Glastonbury. To say that this village is
legendary is actually somehow an understatement, it has been recognized as a spiritual center since the
megalithic era. It is the site of the first Christian church in the British Isles and claimed to be the Avalon of the
King Arthur tale. The village of Glastonbury itself is pretty small but very quaint, cradled among a series of
velvety green hills. Tor is an English word referring to a high rock or hill, derriving from the Old Enlgish
Torr. Thousands of years ago it was an island. Before modern drainage, the Tor in winter would have towered
above the flooded Somerset Levels. The tallest of the hills is the famous Tor. At the top of Tor are impressive
remains of a church on top, dedicated to the Archangel Michael. The top of the Tor was levelled at some point
in the 10th or 11th century to build a large stone church. In an earthquake levelled this church. Years later a
smaller church was rebuilt on the site in and lasted until the demise of Glastonbury Abbey in The church was
quarried for stone and now only the tower survives. Wearyall Hill, location of the legendary thorn tree is on
the west entrance to the village. Glastonbury was a major religious center long before the time of King Arthur
or Joseph of Arimathea. The Druids utilized the Tor from BC as an initiation center for priests. Megalithic
Age remains dating from 5, BC reveals Glastonbury as the site of a massive astrological calendar combining a
stone circle, with solar and lunar alignments, and a land carved zodiac map, ten miles in diameter. Druid
priests and society considered Glastonbury their "holy mecca". There were temples, stone circles, and fertility
sites. Chalice Well The energy is soft and healing. The famous well is located at the back of the ample garden,
and there are benches located throughout for relaxing and taking in the beauty. The gardens have a comforting
feel and a vibrational purity. There are three distinct, yet harmonic energy sources within the gardens. These
are the leyline energies forming the vortex in the King Court, the anionic energy formed by the Chalice
wellspring and flowing waters, and the soft energy field of the vibrant trees and plants. All of these have
tangibly different effects that vary from meditative, gently relaxing to vibrant electric intensity. The Chalice
Well holds another dense energy around the wellhead area. The Goddess speaks from within that field, she is
most tangible there. The wellhead is at the rear of the gardens with a perfect view of the Michael Tower atop
the Tor, just a few hundred meters away. The wellhead is adorned with the sacred geometry symbol of the
Vesica Pisces. The Chalice Well itself is very therapeutic. The waters have been thoroughly tested and
analyzed. The spring water is slightly radioactive, rich in iron and carries a detectable magnetic charge There
are countless documented accounts of healing taking place. The highly publicized cure created a renewed
notoriety for the Chalice Well. Visitors stream in from all areas of Europe to drink the water. Glastonbury
Abbey Glastonbury Abbey held a prominent and sacred position in the Christian world. Glastonbury may have
been a site of religious importance in pre-Christian times. The abbey itself was founded by Britons, and it
dates at least to the early 7th century. Later medieval Christian legend claimed that the abbey was founded by
Joseph of Arimathea in the 1st century. Glastonbury fell into Saxon hands after the Battle of Peonnum in The
Saxons under Cenwalh of Wessex conquered Somerset as far west as the River Parrett, perhaps with the
intention of gaining control of the valuable abbey. However, Cenwalh allowed the British abbot, Bregored, to
stay in power, a move perhaps intended as a show of good faith to the defeated Britons. It is found just outside
the museum exit, in the main body of ruins. It is in the subterranean section of the cathedral assemblage. It is
intact on three sides, and is topped by a low stone ceiling. As such it radiates a very bright, telluric energy. It
resonates to the 4th chakra.
Chapter 3 : Amma: Healing the Heart of the World by Judith Cornell
Amma: Healing the Heart of the World [Judith Cornell] on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Looks at the life of Ammachi, Mother of Immortal Bliss, also known as the hugging saint, who spends her time offering
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strangers comfort and peace.

Chapter 4 : Amma: Healing the Heart of the World - Judith Cornell - Google Books
Healing the Heart of the World has 5 ratings and 2 reviews. rÃ˜ÃŸ said: One sentence summary: An anthology of
environmentally minded individuals' inspirati.

Chapter 5 : healing the heart of the world | Download eBook pdf, epub, tuebl, mobi
HEALING THE HEART OF THE WORLD Download Healing The Heart Of The World ebook PDF or Read Online books
in PDF, EPUB, and Mobi Format. Click Download or Read Online button to HEALING THE HEART OF THE WORLD
book pdf for free now.

Chapter 6 : Tor, Glastonbury, Shaftsbury, Heart Chakra of Earth
Get this from a library! Amma: healing the heart of the world. [Judith Cornell] -- Looks at the life of Ammachi, Mother of
Immortal Bliss, also known as the "hugging saint," who spends her time offering strangers comfort and peace, and
details her divine calling.

Chapter 7 : Healing the Heart of the World: Harnessing the Power of Intention to Change - Google Books
'Amma: Healing the Heart of the World' is an excellent book which takes us into the world of freedom, and a must read
for any person, whether he is spiritual or not.

Chapter 8 : Download [PDF] Healing The Heart Of The World Free Online | New Books in Politics
'Amma, Healing the Heart of the World', by Judith Cornell, PhD, was released on 22nd May, in Seattle. (Publishers William Morrow) American author, Judith Cornell presented her newly published biography of Amma to the beloved
Satguru Mata Amritanandamayi.
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